By the Sea Spiral

Numbered clues appear below the spiral grid. Determine the word that matches the clue, and write that word in the spiral puzzle. The word does not overlap with the next word (marked by the next number) and it must be written in the correct direction (from a lower numbered space to a higher numbered space).

1. A plant that grows in the ocean.
2. Swimming with a mask and a breathing tube.
3. An intelligent aquatic mammal that is often friendly to humans.
4. To jump hands and head first into water or to swim underwater with an air tank.
5. Basking in the sun.
6. Movement of the sea from moon’s gravitational pull.
7. A float anchored in water, often as a warning to boats.
8. Something you wear on a boat to help you float if you fall in the water.
9. Sandy stretch by the coast popular with holiday makers.
10. Pieces of trees carried by the sea that often end up on beaches.
11. Salty.
12. Describes anything to do with the sea.
13. Fine material at the bottom of a liquid, for example mud on the sea floor.
15. Describes things related to water.
16. A ridge on the surface of the sea. Also what you might do when you see somebody you know or say goodbye.

AQUATIC   DIVE   SEASHELL   BEACH
MARINE    TIDE    WAVE    LIFEJACKET
SALINE    DOLPHIN   SEAWEED    SNORKELLING
SEDIMENT   DRIFTWOOD   SUNBATHING    BUOY